
GWAC Public Meeting 

Monday, 9 July 2018 

Learning Resource Centre (Britannia Library) 

Green Spaces, Plazas & Creating Community 

The meeting began at 7:15 pm  

D. Cromie welcomed members of the public and special guests and lamented the 
sparse attendance, blaming summer fun or and perhaps a competing Park Board 
Meeting, on the agenda of which was the Britannia Renewal Project. He pointed 
out the name-tag identification system for GWAC meetings and mentioned the 
Donations Jar, on the Membership Table, in case anyone wanted to help fund 
GWAC endeavours. He welcomed people to sign up to be GWAC members and 
support our non-profit organization.  

Continuing Business: 

Car Free Day—was successful up and down the Drive. GWAC Board members 
spoke with many people, gave out the 1st and Clark handout, and got some ideas 
about how to make the GWAC booth more interactive next year.  

1st Avenue Closure—GWAC has been getting several requests for comments and 
interviews with various news outlets. S. Briggs continues to be in contact with 
local traffic groups. Police enforcement has increased throughout the 
neighbourhood. 

1st Avenue and Clark Drive Detox Centre Proposal—D. Cromie directed 
audience members to the GWAC website (www.gwac.ca) and to Facebook, where 
they will find GWAC’s response to and comments on this proposal.  

City Council Meeting, Tuesday, 10 July--Daytime Agenda includes (some 
portion of the meeting may be in camera): 

1. Increasing housing choice in GW; proposed amendments  
2. 11th Avenue and Victoria Drive 
3. Britannia Community Centre decision (Park Board meeting is tonight, so 

possibly on City Hall Agenda for Tuesday)  



Public Hearing Tuesday, July 10th, 6pm. re: View Cones, esp. North East False 
Creek, where a developer has proposed a 40-storey building that will alter the 
skyline block views.  

Business Arising: No new business 

Correspondence Report: As above.  

Treasurer’s Report: No report. 

Community Announcements: 

Grandview Garden Club, Thursday, July 12th, 7 to 9 pm, Learning Resource 
Centre. Topic: TBA 

Grandview Heritage Group, Thursday, July 19th, 7 to 9 pm, Britannia Board 
Room 

D. Cromie then introduced tonight’s guest speakers: 

 
Ms. Kelty Miyoshi McKinnon, CSLA ASLA, is a Principal at PFS Studio 
(formerly Phillips Farevaag Smallenberg), a Vancouver-based landscape 
architecture, urban design and planning firm. Specializing in projects dealing with 
the public realm, Kelty is committed to the creation of unique, innovative public 
spaces that are culturally, socially and ecologically rich. Her projects include 
public realm plans, parks, plazas, streetscapes, gardens and podium landscapes for 
projects across Canada, the US and China. These projects include the West Don 
Lands Public Realm Plan in Toronto; Lansdowne Park in Ottawa; the Frye 
Museum and Redmond Downtown Park in Washington; Nike North American 
Headquarters in Oregon; the Nicomekl Riverfront Master Plan in Surrey; and the 
new Vancouver Art Gallery with Herzog and de Meuron, Vancouver House, and 
Alberni by Kuma in Vancouver. 
 
Ms. Mckinnon began her presentation explaining what they do at her firm, 
designing all sorts of public space and public amenities. She noted that green space 
is “quite rare these days owing to demands on real estate, unless you are in 
Detroit.”  Post-industrial sites in Surrey are being redeveloped, and sea-level rise 
and reconciliation land use are topics cities and landscape architects. Ms. 
Mckinnon acknowledged that densification makes it difficult for cities to create 
parks and said there is often no budget for land purchase or maintenance of green 



spaces. She reported a shocking statistic: Vancouver’s maintenance budget is about 
1/10th of that of Portland, for instance. 
 
Ms. McKinnon went on to discuss various Canadian examples, including Toronto, 
which out-strips Vancouver when it comes to green space creation and 
programming, and Ottawa, once known as “the city that couldn’t get anything done 
(slow-moving city council) but now, thanks to Capital Region Funding, has several 
projects underway.   
 
She emphasized how important Community Amenity C (CACs) are in cities like 
Vancouver, where land is limited and therefore expensive. The city can negotiate 
public goods (CACs)—public parks, greenways, bike lanes, public art, etc.—with 
developers who want to build in and to profit from our city. 
 
Various views about green space: 
 
Public amenities bring people together. Open spaces allow people to talk to each 
other. People they wouldn’t normally speak to each other do in green spaces. 
 
Programming is a critical element; planners have to figure out how people can 
come into a space and how to instigate activities there. The edges and furnishings 
become important features of a green space, as play areas merge with the rest of 
the space. 
 
Public health and mental health.  When people have a stronger sense of 
belonging to their communities, they tend to live longer than those who feel 
alienated or separate. This is true across the socio-economic strata. Studies have 
shown that those who use green spaces tend to exercise and eat better than those 
who don’t and that access to green space improves their cognitive function and 
reduces chronic conditions such as obesity, heart disease, diabetes, and others. 
Green space is particularly good for young people whose development requires 
them to be out of doors and active, not sedentary. Moving around in public spaces 
means they do better in school (focus/socialization). 
 
Environmental Benefits / Climate Change Mitigation. Daylighting streams 
allow people to experience water flow/smell. If the city’s tree canopy is maintained 
or increased, then more space for trees means more space for them to grow roots, 
which means larger trees, more shade, more cooling, more carbon sequestration, 
more storm water absorption (trees are sponges), more habitat creation (for birds 



and other creatures). All this means less room for cars and more room for people to 
enjoy their city.  
 
Food security. Edible plants are now coming into public spaces. We see more 
community orchards and community gardens on park lands, for example. 
However, the City of Vancouver does not like messy fruit trees (increased 
maintenance) or litigation (from fruit falling on people), so this programming is 
slow. 
 
Public Art.  Art is all of its forms encourages people to interact. A public fountain 
with very wide ledges invites people to use admire and use the fountain to sit, to P 
 
Gentrification. As cities grow and replace their old or decaying parts, pressure 
builds on green spaces. Oakridge Project, for instance, places public park space on 
the tops of buildings, which is not ideal, but there are options—use the area under 
transit lines; space that acted as a barrier to community in the past, now invites use 
from either side of the freeway/tram lines. People come together to play in this 
once-wasted space. Public mural projects beautify former concrete zones. 
Programming again is essential for the success of these areas. There can be public 
markets, and raves or dance parties that will draw diverse sets of people out on the 
weekend.  
 
Beauty and Multi-functionality. Vancouver could use city funds earmarked for a 
mundane project, such as storm drain replacement, and turn concrete conduits into 
public art, an open-air trough, with plants and sitting space, adjacent gardens and 
places to gather. The current mixed-use tower project under the Granville Bridge is 
slated to use CACs to pay for public use programming in this formerly disused 
space. 
 
Democracy.  Perhaps one of the greatest effects of public space is its contribution 
to democracy. One can meet new people every day in public space, even if one 
does not own a dog. The resulting sense of connection creates political awareness 
and political action that likely will not exist without free and open public spaces. 
 
Ms. Mckinnon passed the floor to Ms. Haley Roeser. 
 
Ms. Roeser is a young urbanist with a passion for social design and the life 
between buildings. Over the last year, she's been involved with a community 
initiative called frida&frank, which uses pop-up ping-pong as a tool to change 
people’s perspective on public space. While they're often spotted bike carting their 



ping-pong tables around the city, they spent a large portion of last summer at the 
new Vernon/Adanac Plaza. This led to the formation of a grassroots stewardship 
agreement with the City of Vancouver that has allowed them together to arrange 
community planting days, mosaic projects, weekly ping-pong nights, outdoor 
movies, concerts, and more.  
 
Haley is also currently working for IBI Group, an architecture, urban planning, and 
engineering firm, on their in-house research and design team and has recently 
joined the GWAC Board. 
 

She began her presentation saying that plazas have been part of cities for 
centuries—used for open markets, festivals, meetings, and other social and 
economic gatherings. The rise of Industrialism, however, kept people out of public 
space as people were either working or deterred by pollution. In 21st century, 
public spaces are garnering more attention, and cities are developing tool kits to 
encourage more use of those spaces.  
 
Privately owned public spaces (POPs)—Are becoming more prevalent in land-
limited cities like Vancouver. Developers can surpass zoning regulations if they 
give a small portion of the development over to space for public use. 
 
Transformation/Resurrection plazas—Such spaces come into being when a 
street is closed to cars and is given over to pedestrian use and for gathering space. 
Citizens are welcomed into the development process and are asked for their ideas 
about the use of such spaces.  
 
Vernon-Adanac Plaza. Part of the Adanac Bike Route, it is a good example of a 
transformation/resurrection plaza, for the City blocked it, and it is now car-free. 
Originally, however, there was very little consultation. Clunky, concrete furniture 
appeared, and huge, yellow beams were laid in the centre of the area, these proved 
dangerous as they directed cyclists into on-coming cars. Barrier-disfiguring graffiti 
appeared almost immediately. Ms. Roeser and her partners came and set up ping-
pong tables and covered the concrete barriers with blankets so that they became 
couches. Locals and passersby were encouraged to use the space. The City liked 
what had happened here, and asked the design group to return regularly on 
Wednesdays. They, in turn, encouraged members of the public to decorate the 
space, providing chalk for the purpose.  
 



Diverse Programming. Ping-pong attracts some people, but the programming 
must be diverse to attract others.  The more people who came out, the more ideas 
for use were generated. Over time, opportunities to understand the space and the 
people arose. Working together and combining ideas meant the creation of a 
successful public space.  
 
Beautification. Grey, empty boxes of dirt stood ready for planting but nothing had 
been done. The community was invited to plant; local businesses came out to 
support the greening/beautification of a formerly loathed site. Free-style dancing, 
mosaic workshops, movie-night in the plaza, live jazz nights were some of the 
activities programmed in the site. Yet, the space needed to be brightened up. Some 
suggested painting the lane, but paint wears badly. In Vancouver, the many rainy 
days means there will often be no one around, so people must imagine what will 
the space look like wet and empty.  Ms. Roeser and her partner asked people to 
generate ideas, encouraging them to let their imaginations rule. People wanted to 
create a mosaic. The mosaic materials came from finds from the Restore and the 
Salvation Army, as well as from donations. In the end, impressed with the success 
of the venture, the City offered funds to support the initiative and to expand the 
public realm.  
 
Stewardship is a difficult subject. We must ask who is going to care for the space. 
If the community cares, people will take care of the space. To encourage people to 
care about a space, we have to leave room for them to participate in the 
development process. Stewardship will come, but it must be consistent. 
 
Lessons Learned. One of the most important lessons is not to over plan or over 
decorate the space/plaza. Flexibility is key. Since no one knows the future, room 
must be left for diverse development.    
 
Money not the only resource needed for the public space. 
 
Amenity transfers. How can communities direct some of these public 
developments? 
 
Liability/litigation. What are the risks? What are the risks of not doing this stuff—
social isolation costs money. What did Vancouver do at Vernon/Adanac to offset 
risk? 
Costs and Roles: City gave insurance for ping-pong tables for one year—need 
insurance for events (at least $100 for a four-hour event), event permit, electricity, 
etc. Things are falling apart now because there is no stable funding.  



 
Ms. Roeser turned the floor back to D. Cromie who open it to the audience. 
 
Audience Comments: 
 
Lack of quality public space in Vancouver. Speaker originally from Copenhagen, 
where there are lots of pedestrian streets that encourage exploration and strolling. 
Robson Square is a tragedy—diffuse. Get rid of the cars to make more pedestrian 
space; these spaces do not have to be large; in fact, they can be small and be 
effective. 
 
(Mckinnon) Pop-up spaces are wonderful. Vancouver is over-designed, and City 
begins to rely on these “free” spaces. The City must see public space as 
infrastructure, and it must be funded. 
 
Privately owned public spaces. Disturbing because someone can “edit” who can 
come into the space. City can negotiate open space; developer can negotiate 
closing times (10 pm – 6 am). Bench slats are narrow to deter sleepers; water 
spraying. Seattle example. 
  
Telus Plaza is not the public space required under the permit—restaurant has 
created a wall to create its space, fenced. Public should complain to the City. This 
is PUBLIC SPACE that has been co-opted by a private company. 
 
Moveable furniture is essential, but so many of Vancouver’s public spaces have 
metal or concrete non-moveable furniture. Re-manage the furniture (make a space 
for its storage and cleaning) 
 
Toronto. A far-looser programming model that allows people to gather.  
 
Trading development possibilities (CACs). Funding and decision-making is 
privatized, and the public cut out. For example, see the little road beside Uprising 
Bakery—could be a perfect pedestrian zone.  
 
Where can citizens take these ideas? City won’t meet with GWAC; how can ideas 
get to the city officials. VCN meets monthly and has some sway. 
 
Portland and Seattle have paid officials to programme small spaces—games, 
furniture, maintenance. Public private partnerships to get these things going in 
these cities. 



 
(Mckinnon) Main & Hastings group wanted a parklet and got it, but the City 
delivered something other than what they wanted. If citizens do the design work 
and present it to the City, perhaps those designs will be considered.  
 
PROCESS. Get the ideas from the community. A design competition—see the one 
held Vancouver years ago. 
 
(Mckinnon) Toronto / Ottawa are light-years ahead of Vancouver in terms of 
planning. Ottawa has a dedicated department to walk designer through the process 
and help plan. Here, on South-East False Creek, a huge programming session that 
went sideways in a minute, when the owner of the land said no, because of the loss 
of parking for tenants. 
 
PARKING an issue (loss of parking income; convenience for tenants) 
 
Park maintenance budgets. Portland and Seattle. Ottawa (Capital Region Funding). 
 
Joe Fry, a local landscape architect, worried about the amount of money set aside 
for park maintenance. As the designer of the new Vancouver Art Gallery Plaza, he 
knew it must have a maintenance budget. To convince civic officials of the need 
for a specific maintenance budget line, he took them to LA, Seattle, and Portland to 
see how their public spaces are funded. They understood. 
 
We must change the way public input is sought and used 
 
Small Neighbour Grants for local initiatives. VanCity grants for non-profits. Once 
a project is conceived and drawn, a parklet, for example, the City will meet to 
discuss it because the concept design is a serious one (i.e. money has been spent to 
get to this stage). Viva Vancouver is another funding source.  
 
HCMA (a Vancouver and Victoria-based architectural and design firm) is good at 
advocating for ideas (Jennifer Cudlow’s Barge Idea, for example). The whole point 
is gathering ideas for developers who would be interested, gathering others, getting 
larger and gaining influence. Be serious, be prepared. 
 
In the States (Seattle), Freeway Parks studies (Public-Private-Non Profit), got 
funding from the State, and became Parks Conservancy and got even more 
funding. 
 



Here, professionals and academics do not seem willing to get involved with 
citizens. Not usual experience (Chinatown heights and development was aberrant, 
for discussion/process were very communal). Generally, however, in Vancouver, 
the level of discourse is low. 
 
How to restore the communication? City Hall must be much more open to public 
input on planning. City Council, however, has the final say on all proposals and 
staff recommendations and does not have to listen (political decisions). 
 
The meeting adjourned at 8:45 pm.  


